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“Come out of the desert of ignorance to the OASUS of knowledge”
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Introduction

• Overview of relational database
concepts
• Why using SAS as a relational
database?
• SAS relational database checklist
• SAS products and configurations
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What Do We Mean by
Relational Databases?

• A relational database is:
– A set of related tables that is created and managed by a
database management system (DBMS)
– Tables are linked using common data fields
– Integrity rules are part of the database and are enforced by
the DBMS
• A relational DBMS (RDBMS) should provide the following
facilities:
–
–
–
–

Query interface
Transactions processing
Concurrent access
Security

Link tables using Primary/Foreign Key relationship
Integrity rules to ensure the integrity of your data by:
-restricting the data values
-keeping the relational link valid at all times
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Why using SAS as a
Relational Database?

• Reduce technology diversity
• Reduce software cost
• Efficiency/Performance for Statistical
processing
• Because it works!
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SAS Relational Database
Checklist (1)

Characteristic
¾ Database Instance
¾ Table
¾ View
¾ Row
¾ Column
¾ Constraints
¾ Indexes

SAS Implementation
9 SAS library
9 SAS data file
9 SAS data view
9 Observation
9 Variable
9 General and referential
9 Simple and composite

SAS library: collection of one or more SAS files. It is associated with an engine.
SAS Data File: a SAS dataset that stores data.
SAS Data View: a SAS dataset that dynamically retrieve data when used. Only
contains descriptor information.
Constraints:
Integrity constraints are a set of data validation rules that you can specify in order to
restrict the data values that can be stored for a variable in a SAS data file. Integrity
constraints help you preserve the validity and consistency of your data.
•General Constraints:
•Check: limits the data values of variables to a specific set, range, or list of
values
•Not null: requires that a variable contain a data value
•Unique:requires that the specified variable(s) contain unique data values.
•Primary Key:requires that the specified variable(s) contain unique data
values and not null.
•Referential Integrity: The foreign key constraint links the data values of one or
more variables in the foreign key data file to corresponding variables and values in
the primary key data file. Data values in the foreign key data file must have a
matching value in the primary key data file. When data is updated or deleted in the
primary key data file, the modifications are controlled by a referential action that is
defined as part of the foreign key constraint.
Index: optional file that you can create for a SAS data file to provide direct access
to specific observations. It allows improved performance and direct access to the
data.
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SAS Relational Database
Checklist (2)

SAS Implementation
Characteristic
¾ Query Language 9 Full support for SQL
¾ Concurrent Access 9 SAS data server
9 Dataset and row-level
¾ Lock
9 Modify and Update
¾ Transaction
Proc SQL DML
processing
9 SAS Audit Trail
¾ Transaction log
9 SASHelp Library
¾ Data Dictionary

PROC SQL: support ANSI standard
SAS data server: implemented using SAS/SHARE
Lock can be implicit or explicit (i.e. programmed explicitely)
Audit Trail: a log of all changes to a SAS data file. Even failed operations are
logged.
SASHelp library: contains views to dictionary (read only) tables.
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SAS Relational Database
Checklist (3)

Characteristic
¾ Procedural
¾ Security
¾ Connectivity

SAS Implementation
9 Base SAS, SCL, etc
9 Datasets passwords
9 Authentication
9 SAS Interface file
9 SAS Interface view

Security can piggy-back on host security or use password protection
Interface file used in conjunction with a SAS/ACCESS engine
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Key SAS Products

• Base SAS
– Libraries, datasets, views, indexes, integrity Constraints
– Proc SQL
– SAS ODBC Driver

• SAS/SHARE and SAS/SHARE*NET
– Proc Server and Proc Operate
– Lock management
– Authentication

• SAS/ACCESS

– Access to data from various sources using native data
engine or ODBC

With SHARE*NET a SAS data server can accepts requests coming from a non-SAS
client
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Access to data in SAS
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Accessing a SAS Data
Server
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Inside a SAS Data Server

A SAS data server is a SAS session running proc server for which libraries has
been allocated. Those libraries are used to satify data requests coming from various
clients.
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Accessing ODBC Data with
SAS
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Accessing SAS Data with
ODBC
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What’s new in V9?

• Indexing can use thread-enabled sort
• A variable may be part of both a Primary Key
and a Foreign key
• Universal Unique Identifier
• Proc SQL is multi-threaded
• SAS/ACCESS supports threaded reads
• SAS Metadata Architecture
• Numerous enhancements to SAS/SHARE
(better security, threading, etc…)

A Universal Unique Identifier (UUID) is a 128-bit identifier that consists of date and
time information, and the IEEE node address of a host
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Conclusion

• SAS fully supports the relational model
• SAS has numerous facilities to retrieve
and update data
• Many configurations are possible
Î And you can use the SAS Intelligent
Architecture on top of your SAS
database!
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